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7.2.10 - INDEPENDENCE feat. DIRTYPHONICS LIVE PERFORMANCE 

http://steezpromo.com/independenceweb.jpg 

JULY 2ND - STEEZ PROMO BRINGS ANOTHER AMAZING EVENT TO BOURBON STREET in
Baltimore 

Don't miss what is sure to be a rare chance to catch one of the hottest names in electronic dance music
as DIRTYPHONICS performs LIVE @ Bourbon Street as Steez Promo Presents INDEPENDENCE. 

Kick off your JULY 4TH weekend proper with 2 rooms of sound featuring the hottest sounds of the
underground. 

In the Quarter: 

DIRTYPHONICS - 5 MAN LIVE SHOW
http://img31.imageshack.us/img31/1126/large201015dirtyphonics.png 

Straight off their first area appearance at the sold out Starscape Festival where they stole the show with
one of the most acclaimed DJ Sets of the evening, DIRTYPHONICS returns to perform what is certainly
one of the most intense, creative, and crowd moving LIVE PERFORMANCES in electronic dance music.
If you don't believe me see for yourself - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZjUMQdmpas 

KLEVER - DMC veteran & electro innovator
http://superneonblog.files.wordpress.com/2008/09/klever_02.jpg 

Klever is no stranger to the area having played multiple shows in the area from DC to Philly. From mind
blowing cuts and scratches to an arsenal of the hottest tracks from the world of bass, Klever is not a DJ
to be underestimated or missed. With label mates like Craze, Kill The Noise, and Senor Stereo, Klever
sits amongst the upper echelon of DJs & Producers making noise in the dance scene today. 

SMASH GORDON 

http://sphotos.ak.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ak-snc1/hs090.snc1/4934_1197595940040_1232754752_30573884
_3497593_n.jpg 

Dub Nation resident, Steez Promo mastermind, part time enthusiast of chicken & beer, Smash Gordon
consistently delivers action packed multi-genre sets filled with intense tracks, high energy beer guzzling,
and swift and pin point mixing. You never know what to expect when this maniac gets behind the decks
but you can be certain it'll get the dance floor moving. 

Also performances from TRIGGA HAPPY (rare DnB Set) & Neumann (Dubstep) 

-------------------------------------------- 

On the Rooftop: 
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UNCLE JESSE - LOCK DANAN - SAL FLIP - LATIGID 

Check out these downloads from these guys: 
Latigid -http://www.facebook.com/l/edac6;latigid.podOmatic.com/entry/2010-06-11T16_58_43-07_00 
Uncle Jesse - http://soundcloud.com/unclejesse410 

-------------------------------------------- 

Doors open 8pm - 18+ event Tickets available here -
http://www.missiontix.com/events/product/9046/independance 

ONLY $15 IN ADVANCE - GET YOURS NOW! 

Bourbon Street 
316 Guilford Ave Baltimore MD 21202 
www.BourbonStreetBaltimore.com 
www.SteezPromo.com 

--------------------------------------------------- 
Other Upcoming Steez Promo Shows 

TIGERSAPIAN - JULY 10 

DUB NATION - TC FIRST AREA APPEARANCE JULY 30 
Summer Massive - August 28 
www.Summer-Massive.com
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